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Abstract 
We examine how the erosion of morals, norms, and norm compliance in markets depends on the 
market power of individual traders. Previously studied markets allow traders to exchange at most one 
unit and provide market power to individual traders by de-activating two forces: (i) the replacement 
logic, whereby immoral trading is justified by the belief that others would trade otherwise and (ii) 
market selection, by which the least moral trader determines aggregate quantities. In an experiment, 
we compare single-unit to (more common) multi-unit markets, which may activate these forces. 
Multi-unit markets, in contrast to single-unit markets, lead to a complete erosion of morals. This 
is associated primarily with a deterioration in norm compliance: the observed level of immoral trade 
is in contrast with the prevailing social norm. The replacement logic is the main mechanism driving 
this finding. (JEL: C91, C92, D62) 
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. Introduction 

eople’s morals may easily take a back seat in markets. Consider the market
or air travel. Passengers may think that someone else could take their place if
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hey refrain from buying a cheap ticket, leaving total emissions unchanged. This
easoning, the so-called replacement logic, may explain why frequent flying also
ccurs among environmentally conscious consumers (Barr, Shaw, and Coles 2011 ).
irlines themselves may justify their offering of flights by arguing that a competitor
ill offer an additional flight if they decide to withdraw a connection. At the same
ime, the choices of a minority of consumers can have a disproportionate impact
n aggregate outcomes. Gössling and Humpe (2020 ) find that in the USA, 12% of
dults account for 68% of all trips. As a result, aggregate behavior may not reflect the
verage person’s concern for environmental damages. Anecdotal evidence suggests
hat resorting to the replacement logic to excuse selfish trading behavior as well as the
isproportional activity of a few irresponsible actors are features common to several
orally questionable or highly polluting markets, such as the opioids market, the
hipping industry, and weapons trade. 1 

Recent laboratory experiments have investigated the extent to which morals are
roded in single-unit markets, which are markets where each participant is restricted
o trade at most one unit. In a seminal paper, Falk and Szech (2013 ) find that while
5.9% of participants are willing to kill a mouse for €10 in individual decision-making,
5.9% do so in single-unit markets. In the multi-lateral bargaining setting, they also
nd a decline in prices as a result of competition, which the authors interpret as
urther evidence for moral erosion. However, key results of Falk and Szech (2013 )
re contested. Market prices can also decline without moral erosion (Sutter et al.
020 ). Moreover, while Falk and Szech (2013 ) compare a single decision in individual
ecision-making with repeated decisions in a market, Bartling, Fehr, and Özdemir
2023 ) show that the partial erosion in markets disappears under repetition of both
nvironments. So far, the evidence that people’s morals are eroded in markets is
nconclusive. 2 

In our view, many real-world markets are poorly approximated by the single-unit
arket paradigms studied so far. In addition, these markets inhibit forces that may
ontribute to a strong erosion of morals. This may have led to an underestimation of
. In the opioids market, a spokeswoman for McKesson, which was the largest distributor in the 
SA from 2006 to 2012, stated: “Any suggestion that McKesson influenced the volume of opioids 
rescribed or consumed in this country would reflect a misunderstanding of our role as a distributor”
 https://apnews.com/98963bb70e0f462295ccc02fe9c68e71). In contrast, also in this market, single firms can be 
esponsible for a significant share of overall harm: Purdue Pharma’s marketing campaign for OxyContin 
ncreased sales and the associated overdose deaths (Alpert et al. 2022 ). In 2017, the number of Americans 
ying from an overdose of opioids (47,600) surpassed the number dying from car accidents (Scholl et al. 
019 ). Empirically, Vuillemey (2020 ) documents an erosion of standards in the shipping industry, where 
urisdictions compete to register additional ships by relaxing regulatory requirements. In the market for 
eapon trading, both UK Prime Minister Tony Blair (in 2002) and British Secretary of State Boris Johnson 
in 2016) made the argument that they could stop the defense industry from operating in their country, but 
hat then someone else would step in to supply the arms that they supplied (Falk, Neuber, and Szech 2020 ; 
artling and Özdemir 2023 ). 

. In Section 2 , we position our paper more precisely in the literature. 
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he effect of markets on morals so far. In this paper, we focus on more realistic multi-
nit markets. 3 

In our experiment, people’s (im)morality is reflected in their willingness to increase
 negative externality in exchange for personal monetary gains. The externality is
mplemented as canceled donations for measles vaccines to UNICEF—consistently
ith our interpretation, canceling these donations for relatively small returns is
onsidered immoral by our participants. 4 As our main measure of morality in markets,
e study aggregate quantities traded, as an increase in trading volumes is associated
ith an increase in the generated externalities. 5 As a secondary measure of morality,
e compare the willingnesses to pay to avoid negative externalities between markets
nd individual decision-making. This replicates the methodology used by Falk and
zech (2013 ) and ties us to the existing literature. 
We investigate the moral erosion of markets that vary in the power that individuals

ave in preventing trade. The main contribution of our paper is threefold: (i) to measure
hether and to what extent multi-unit markets erode morals, and in particular whether
 change in individuals’ market power affects moral erosion; (ii) to determine the
xtent to which norms and norm compliance change in these markets; and (iii) to
istinguish between two forces that may drive moral erosion in multi-unit markets:
arket selection and replacement logic . 
For market selection, we assume market participants trade whenever the material

rofits exceed their moral costs associated with causing negative externalities. Multi-
nit markets remove individuals’ constraint to trade at most once. This allows the
ess-moral participants to capture a larger share of the market, as they can also trade
nits associated with low profits. Trade stops only when even the participants least
oncerned about the externalities are no longer willing to trade. Market selection then
mplies that the least moral traders predominantly determine aggregate outcomes in
ulti-unit markets, as the abstention of the more-moral traders no longer restricts
he exchange of additional units. This effect is further enhanced when preferences
re characterized by diminishing marginal moral costs for the negative externality, as
rading repeatedly generates an additional competitive advantage for the least moral
raders. 

According to the replacement logic, market participants may decide to trade
elfishly, as they realize that their individual actions do not affect adverse aggregate
utcomes. This can justify their own trading and reaping the profits for themselves
Sobel 2007 ). A necessary ingredient for the replacement logic to be active is that no
. Also within experimental economics, markets were extensively studied in multi-unit rather than single- 
nit settings (e.g. Smith 1962 ; Plott 1983 ; Ketcham, Smith, and Williams 1984 ). 

. Using the elicitation method by Krupka and Weber (2013 ), we find that 841 out of 1,022 participants 
ate taking €1 as a payment to one-self instead of donating €1.50 to UNICEF in an individual decision- 
aking task as “socially inappropriate” and “inconsistent with moral or proper social behavior”. 

. In Online Appendix Section A.1, we provide a framework to predict how trade would unfold in markets if 
raders’ morals are assumed unchanged between individual decision-making and markets, an exercise we 
all moral competitive equilibrium. This approach leads to very similar results as the simpler one presented 
n the main text. 
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rader is pivotal. Crucially, in the single-unit markets studied so far, for each pair of
ctive traders, at least one of them is pivotal: The total quantity traded would be reduced
f this trader refrains from trading. This reduces the scope for the replacement logic.
n the multi-unit markets we study, no trader is pivotal. Thus, traders on both sides of
he market can excuse their trading with the argument that someone else would have
aken advantage of the opportunity if they had not traded. 

So far, the literature could not identify whether any erosion of morality in markets
as due to a change in norms (i.e. in what people consider socially appropriate
ehavior), or a change in the degree of compliance to norms (i.e. the extent to which
eople’s behavior agrees with their norms). For policy applications, this distinction is
ssential. If norms are unchanged while norm compliance deteriorates, and thereby
ven the traders themselves regard their behavior in the market as inappropriate,
his could lead to a stronger case for market regulation. We disentangle these two
ypotheses by separately eliciting norms. 

Our experiment is based on four main between-subject treatments: three multi-
ateral market treatments and, as in the previous literature, an individual decision-
aking control treatment, multiple price-lists (MPL). We repeat individual decision-
aking in MPL as often as we repeat all markets. This allows us to control for a
otential erosive effect of repetition. In addition to the separate MPL treatment, we
lso use the individual decision-making task to elicit individual preferences at the start
f all market treatments. 

Across our market treatments, we vary how many units each market participant
an trade. Our first market, treatment SINGLE, is a single-unit market. This treatment
s comparable to the markets studied in the current literature and acts as a benchmark
or the main market treatments of interest, MULTI and FULL. MULTI is a scaled-up
ersion of SINGLE, where instead of one unit, three units per participant can be traded
n each market period. In MULTI, each trader is similarly pivotal as in SINGLE. In
ULL, we remove pivotality, as each trader is now able to serve the entire market by
erself. This activates both the replacement logic as well as the market selection effect.

In all market treatments, we use a common supply and demand schedule. With
his schedule, costs and values are equalized across all traders, i.e. they only change
n the aggregate quantity exchanged by all traders. A common schedule allows us to
tudy the behavior of the traders holding constant monetary gains from all trades. It
odels features that are typical of markets with negative externalities, such as the ones
or weapons and flights, where the common components of costs and values are very
alient. 

We first shed light on the debate of Falk and Szech (2013 ) and Bartling, Fehr,
nd Özdemir (2023 ), that is, do single-unit markets erode people’s morals? We find
vidence for a partial erosion of morals in single-unit markets. We then move to our
ey focus, trade in multi-unit markets. We find that the erosion in treatment MULTI
s partial and comparable to SINGLE. Thus, moral erosion is not tied to the number
f units a trader can trade per se . Instead, we detect a complete erosion of morals
n FULL, which activates both the replacement logic and market selection. Trading
n this unrestricted market is statistically indistinguishable from selfish competitive
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quilibrium, consistent with participants completely disregarding that their trading
auses negative externalities. 

Next, we disentangle the role of norms and norm compliance. While we document
 small erosion of norms in all markets compared to individual decision-making tasks,
emarkably, norms do not differ after experiencing all market treatments: On average,
rading is considered approximately equally socially inappropriate in all markets. Since
orms are unchanged, we infer that morals in multi-unit markets are eroded by a
eterioration in norm compliance. 

We further show that the replacement logic largely drives the complete moral
rosion in FULL. In FULL, trade is carried forward by the vast majority of traders
nd not only the less moral fraction of participants. Out of the total, 83% of market
articipants attempt to trade units yielding minuscule gains and comparatively large
egative externalities, whereas only 16% of participants in SINGLE and 32% in
ULTI attempt to trade at these monetary terms. 
Additional treatments provide direct evidence for the two mechanisms of market

election and replacement logic. To shed light on the selection argument, we include
 treatment similar to FULL in which we divide participants based on their individual
ecision-making preferences in either a homogeneous group or a heterogeneous group.
n the homogeneous group, participants know that they are matched with traders who,
ust like them, are close to the median moral preference, which should substantially
educe the scope for market selection. Even under these circumstances, the market
xhibits the same degree of erosion documented in the FULL treatment. We infer that
arket selection does not contribute to an erosion of morals when the replacement logic
s available. To shed direct light on the replacement logic, we include treatments similar
o FULL and MULTI in which we elicit participants’ beliefs about whether they are
ivotal. In agreement with the replacement logic, we observe that participants believe
o be more likely to be replaced in FULL than in MULTI and are more active when they
hink that they are more replaceable. In addition, we exogenously manipulate beliefs
bout their pivotality by selectively revealing information from earlier sessions. Again,
onsistent with the replacement logic, traders who are exogenously induced to believe
hat more others are active are more active themselves. 

In the following, we start by positioning our paper in the related literature. We then
escribe the experimental design and present the novel features of the experimental
arkets in detail. We continue by presenting our hypotheses and by describing our
esults. We conclude by discussing the implications of our findings. 

. Related Literature 

n this section, we discuss how our paper contributes to the literature on erosion
f morals in markets and the literature on erosion in other interactions. Following
amuelson and Nordhaus (2005 , p. 26), we define a market as a mechanism through
hich buyers and sellers interact to determine prices and exchange goods and services.
n a market, traders affect each others’ outcomes when they compete to buy and
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ell valuable products or services. According to this definition, the decisions people
ndividually make when trading off money and a negative external effect in individual
ecision-making are not considered market decisions. There is no competition for a
carce good in individual decision-making, and people’s decisions do not affect other
raders’ outcomes. 6 

We start with the related literature on moral erosion in markets. The paper by Falk
nd Szech (2013 ) inspired a follow-up literature that investigates how different market
orces affect traders’ morals. Bartling, Weber, and Yao (2015 ) show that fair and unfair
roducts can co-exist in a market and that it is not necessarily the case that unfair
roducts crowd out fair products. They find only a modest role of erosion. In their
wiss sample, consumers make the fair choice on average 14 percentage points more
ften in the individual decision-making task than in the market, and the difference is
ot consistently significant across all specifications (in their Chinese sample they find
lightly more erosion). 7 Other papers have investigated the role played by other factors
n moral erosion, such as anonymity, market framing, joint decision-making or relative
hare of buyers versus sellers affect traders’ morals in markets (Kirchler et al. 2016 ;
rlenbusch and Saxler 2019 ; Sutter et al. 2020 ). Engelmann, Friedrichsen, and Kübler
2018 ) show that the morality of behavior in laboratory markets correlates with the
ype of choice they are intended to capture outside of the laboratory. All these papers
xclusively focus on single-unit markets that deactivate the selection effect and the
eplacement logic. Instead, the forces they focus on are active across all our market
reatments, so are held constant in the comparison between market treatments we are
ocusing on. All these studies also do not independently elicit participants’ perceptions
f norms, so they cannot distinguish between norm erosion and the erosion of norm
ompliance. 

Besides Bartling, Weber, and Yao (2015 ), there are also some other papers that
tudy specific market structures that allow markets to partially sustain pro-social
ehavior. Schneider, Brun, and Weber (2020 ) document an endogenously arising wage
remium, and associated sorting, for morally questionable tasks. Dufwenberg et al.
2022 ) argue that reciprocity concerns can increase pro-sociality in market structures
hat allow for cycles among all traders. Other examples in which competition and
ro-social behavior can be mutually reinforcing are provided by Byambadalai, Ma,
nd Wiesen (2023 ) and van Leeuwen, Offerman, and Schram (2020 ). In a large non-
tudent sample, Riehm et al. (2022 ) highlight the importance of norms in these types of
arkets: Traders prefer to condition their decisions on others’ entry and punishment
pportunities for immoral trading are frequently used. Theoretically, Kaufmann and
öszegi (2023 ) study equilibria and regulation of markets with socially responsible
onsumers, whereas Dewatripont and Tirole (2023 ) show that competition may not
. Our finding that participants find trading less socially inappropriate in markets than in individual 
ecision-making reveals that markets and individual decision-making do not only differ technically, but 
lso in the minds of our participants. 

. Bartling, Weber, and Yao (2015 )’s findings are robust to different specifications of the externalities 
Bartling, Valero, and Weber 2019 ). 

ry 2024
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rowd out consequentialist ethics. Ockenfels, Werner, and Edenhofer (2020 ) and
erweg and Schmidt (2022 ) compare (experimentally the former, theoretically the
atter) taxes and cap-and-trade schemes to regulate moral markets with negative
xternalities. 

Our conjecture that market selection can be an important force is based on
 literature that shows that there is substantial heterogeneity in people’s social
references (Offerman, Sonnemans, and Schram 1996 ; Fischbacher, Gächter, and Fehr
001 ; Burlando and Guala 2005 ). Falk et al. (2018 ) document heterogeneity in social
references within and across many countries. Given that the most immoral traders
re the ones who may determine how much is traded in a market, heterogeneity can
urnish selfish aggregate outcomes. 

Our paper also contributes to a literature that investigates how the replacement
ogic and diffusion of pivotality affect behavior in non-market games. Dana, Weber,
nd Kuang (2007 ) show that a diffused responsibility for moral outcomes erodes moral
ehavior in dictator games. Grossman (2014 ) demonstrates that this effect survives
hen participants have to actively seek to remain ignorant. In an individual decision-
aking context, Falk and Szech (2016 ) find that almost a third of their participants pay
or a diffused notion of being pivotal for a questionable moral outcome. Serra-Garcia
nd Szech (2022 ) study how the demand for moral ignorance depends on monetary
ncentives. They find that the demand for ignorance does not respond to social norm
essages. Exley (2016 ) demonstrates that uncertainty about the impact of a charity
ay serve as an excuse not to give. Falk, Neuber, and Szech (2020 ) find support for
he replacement logic in committee decisions. A string of papers study diffusion of
ivotality in ultimatum games with proposer or responder competition. Roth et al.
1991 ), Prasnikar and Roth (1992 ), and Fischbacher, Fong, and Fehr (2009 ) find that
he side with competition receives almost nothing of the endowment. 8 

There are also studies that find only limited support for the replacement logic.
artling and Özdemir (2023 ) find that participants do not employ the replacement
xcuse if a social norm exists that classifies the selfish action as immoral. In a voting
ontext, Brütt, Schram, and Sonnemans (2020 ) find mixed evidence for the effect of
ecreased pivotality. 

An important contribution of Behavioral Economics is to study how findings
rom stylized, simple settings generalize to market settings (e.g. List 2003 ; Enke and
immermann 2019 ; Enke, Graeber, and Oprea 2023 ). In this light, our paper studies
he generalizability of the replacement logic to markets. Compared to the previous
tylized settings, we can study the importance of the replacement logic in a market
nvironment where competing forces are active. These can be previously studied forces
hat erode morals already in single-unit markets, as well as the market selection effect
e introduce in multi-unit markets. Our findings show that the replacement logic
. There is also theoretical work on the replacement logic. Besides Sobel (2007 ), the papers of Huck and 
onrad (2005 ), Grossman and Van Der Weele (2017 ), and Rothenhäusler, Schweizer, and Szech (2018 ) 
ave theoretically studied diffused notions of pivotality. 

2024
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ubstantially increases the erosion of morals in markets, beyond the erosion in single-
nit markets. Lastly, our paper sheds novel light on how norms and norm compliance
re shaped by the availability of the replacement logic argument. In particular, we find
 full erosion of morals driven by the replacement logic, against the prevailing norm. 

. Experimental Design 

he experiment consisted of three main parts. 
Parts 1 and 3 were identical to each other and the same in all treatments. In

hese parts, participants faced an individual decision-making task which elicited their
illingness to accept (WTA) to cancel donations toward UNICEF for varying stakes.
n Section 3.3 , we give more details on the donation opportunity. We MPL where
articipants chose between varying amounts of money and donations to UNICEF.
onetary amounts ranged between €0 and twice the monetary amount of the donation
nder consideration, with a total of 21 steps in each list. Each participant faced separate
rice lists for 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, and 15 units of donation, in increasing order. We
estricted participants to switch at most once in each price list. In our analysis, we
et a participant’s moral costs equal to the payment at which the participant switched. 9 

e set the moral costs of participants who never choose to cancel a donation equal to
he upper bound of the MPL. 

Part 2 varied in the between-subject treatments. In our control treatment
employing only individual decision-making tasks, we call the treatment MPL), part
 presented a repetition of the task of part 1 for four times. In the three main market
reatments, four market periods were implemented. 

.1. Markets 

e implemented two-sided posted offer markets characterized by common supply and
emand schedules. We here explain these features and the rationale behind them. 

.1.1. Two-Sided Posted Offer Markets. We implemented the market as a two-sided
osted offer market with induced values and costs. Each market consisted of five buyers
nd five sellers interacting repeatedly and anonymously. Buyers posted bids, sellers
sks, and all traders could accept an offer of the other market side. If accepted, a trade
as implemented at the price of the accepted offer. The buyer received a payment
orresponding to the induced value minus the price and the seller received a payment
qual to the price minus the induced costs. For every unit traded, a donation to UNICEF
hich costs approximately €1.50 was canceled. 
. We do this to match behavior in the markets, where we can only infer that a participant’s moral costs 
s at most equal to the profit margin of a submitted or accepted offer. 

24
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Buyers and sellers moved in turns, trading unit by unit. In each market period, one
ide of the market—that is, the buyers or the sellers—was randomly determined to
ove first. The starting side had the opportunity to submit offers to the second movers
ithin a time constraint of 14 seconds. We restricted all offer submissions to yield
on-negative profits for both market sides. Afterward, the second movers could either
ccept the most favorable standing offer, or decide to submit a counter offer. A counter
ffer had to improve upon all pre-existing offers. If no trader accepted an offer, the
ost favorable counter offer was presented to the original starting side, and traders
ould again decide whether to accept the most favorable offer or improve upon the
est offer they had submitted so far. 

If both market sides did not accept or submit an improved offer at least twice, the
arket period ended and no further units could be traded. Participants were shown a
eminder of this feature after neither side had been active once. Whenever an offer was
ccepted and the 14 seconds time limit had elapsed for all traders currently moving, the
rade was implemented for the two agreeing traders. If more than one trader accepted
n offer, or if multiple offers were equally favorable, one randomly determined buyer
nd one randomly determined seller traded, irrespective of the exact time at which an
ffer was made or accepted. 

After a unit had been traded, all pre-existing offers were removed and the previous
econd-movers were first to propose new offers for the subsequent unit. These design
eatures have two key advantages: (i) the responding market side has most bargaining
ower, as they only observe the most favorable offer of the proposers, therefore
e obtain relatively tight bounds on the profits proposers deem acceptable and (ii)
articipants have 14 seconds to decide, which gives participants sufficient time to
hink and simultaneously generates observations on the willingness to trade for all
ctive traders (and not only the fastest to react). This goes beyond what is normally
bserved in a traditional double auction where trade is implemented immediately after
greement. Notice further that the posted offer element fits the product markets that
e target, whereas standard double auction rules are more representative of financial
arkets. 
To ensure that the negative externalities were salient, each time when participants

raded a unit and at the conclusion of a market period, traders were reminded about the
onsequences of their trading for the charity. 

.1.2. The Common Schedule. In our markets, we use a common schedule. In a
ommon schedule, a seller’s cost for supplying a unit and a buyer’s value for buying
 unit depend on the total quantity already traded in the market, while they are held
onstant between traders. As a consequence, costs and values depend on the timing of
hen the trade happens, compared to the other trades in the market. In the common
chedule of our paper, for any trader, profit margins of early trades are larger than profit
argins of later trades. In contrast, in a private schedule, each trader’s costs and values
epend only on the quantity traded by themselves, and they differ across traders. 

Our motivation for choosing a common schedule is threefold. First, a common
chedule captures essential features of the markets that we target. While real-world
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arket schedules have both private and common elements, we think that in markets
ith negative external effects common elements are often particularly salient. Consider
or instance the market for weapons. In a war, the buyers of weapons benefit much
ore from guns that they are able to secure early in the conflict than guns that they
btain later, while at every moment the strategic advantage the weapons afford are
rst-order similar across potential buyers. Likewise, in the short run, there is only a
imited number of factories in the world that produce for instance AK-47 guns, and a
rader who acquires these guns early may do so at lower costs than a trader who does it
ater when the factories are closer to their capacity constraints. Thus, in the market for
eapons, the willingness to pay for the products and the costs of the products depend to
 large extent on the timing of the trade. Similar common schedule features characterize
ther important markets with negative external effects. In the aviation market, airlines
ease a substantial part of the aircrafts. This feature represents a strong common cost
lement for airlines in this market. Consumers may prefer to fly to interesting places
efore they become less attractive for everyone due to overtourism. In the market for
llegal construction permits, constructors will prefer to acquire early permits which
llow them to choose the best spots to build their resorts. Corrupt officials will find it
asier to hand out early permits before public opposition becomes organized. 10 

Second, such a schedule has the advantage of providing a clean interpretation of
rading data: For each unit traded, all buyers (sellers) face the same values (costs). As
he gains from trade for all participants are equated, differences in willingness to trade
annot be ascribed to differences in costs or values. 

Third, equalizing the monetary terms across participants after each trade ensures
hat traders remain fully replaceable with each other. This means that both the
eplacement logic argument and market selection have the same opportunity to
rise, irrespective of traders’ earlier behavior. In contrast, with a private schedule,
articipants who had refrained from trading gain a competitive advantage, which
nhibits both forces. 

Opportunities to replace other traders can also occur in markets with private
chedules. Here, the shape and slope of the private schedules affect the size of the
aximal potential impact for moral erosion that can be produced by the replacement

ogic argument and market selection. In Online Appendix Section A.13, we provide a
ew examples of private schedules that may trigger replacement thinking. 

.1.3. Main Market Treatments. We ran three main market treatments: SINGLE,
ULTI, and FULL. In the single-unit market treatment, SINGLE, each trader is

estricted to trade at most one unit, so up to five units could be traded in the entire
arket. This treatment allows for most market forces of erosion considered in the

urrent literature. 

0. For some background on these markets, see https://www.theguardian.com/world/2001/jul/09/armstrade.
antraynor; “Mid-life aircraft trading patterns and the impact of lessors”. Flightglobal, March 7, 2017; 
ttps://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jan/25/overtourism-in-europe-historic-cities-sparks-backlash; https://www.
hnompenhpost.com/national/apsara-raises-concerns-over-illegal-construction-angkor. 

2024

https://academic.oup.com/jeea/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/jeea/jvae001#supplementary-data
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2001/jul/09/armstrade.iantraynor
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jan/25/overtourism-in-europe-historic-cities-sparks-backlash
https://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/apsara-raises-concerns-over-illegal-construction-angkor
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FIGURE 1. Induced common costs and values. 
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The multi-unit market, MULTI, was implemented identically to SINGLE, with
he exception that each trader could trade up to three units. This implies that in each
arket, 15 units could be traded. We also scaled up induced values and costs exactly
roportionally. Therefore, MULTI represents a scaled-up version of SINGLE, where
ach trader remains pivotal for the units assigned to her. 

We allowed each trader to cater to the entire market in the unrestricted market,
ULL. Treatment FULL has the same demand and supply schedules as MULTI. It
iffers from it in one key aspect: FULL removes the capacity constraints of each trader.
his means that each participant is able to trade up to 15 units and thus serve the entire
arket. 
In all treatments, costs and values each trader faces are identical (as a consequence

f the common schedule) and known to all traders. In Figure 1 , we plot the costs and
alues we induced using the common schedule in treatment SINGLE on the left and
reatments MULTI and FULL on the right. The first units were designed such that
rade is efficient: The surplus available to traders is larger than the associated costs
o UNICEF by trading these units (surpluses of €3.80 and €2.40 compared to a cost
f donating of €1.50). Profitability decreased progressively in subsequent units where
arket participants could split €0.60, €0.40, and €0.20. 
In each market treatment, traders first participated in a practice market where

o externality was present, to make them familiar with the market environment.
fterwards, we implemented four market periods in which every trade caused an
xternality through the canceled donations. 

Participants’ trading in the practice market without externalities allows us to see
f our design features lead to different market outcomes than previously established in
he literature. Across all groups, all units were traded in the practice market period.
herefore, our trading institution produces standard results for experimental markets
n the absence of externalities. Lower trading volumes can be cleanly attributed to the
ntroduction of negative externalities. 

.1.4. Other Treatments. We included some follow-up treatments that allow us to
urther investigate the mechanisms behind our main results. To provide direct evidence
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n the selection effect, we ran two additional FULL markets differentially activating
arket selection. On the basis of participants’ moral costs elicited in individual
ecision-making in part 1, we formed groups either consisting of the middle two
uartiles (so, participants close to the median preference) or of the first and fourth
uartiles. The latter, heterogeneous participants (HET), fully activates market selection
s participants are very heterogeneous in their preference for the external effect. The
ormer, homogeneous participants (HOM), generates homogeneous market groups,
here market selection has less scope to affect outcomes. To ensure that participants
old correct beliefs about their fellow traders’ morals, we informed participants both
t the start of part 1 and part 2 of the group formation procedure, in part 2 they also
earned which type of group they belonged to. 11 

To shed direct light on the replacement logic, we included three treatments in
hich we directly elicited beliefs about other traders’ activity in markets. Treatments
-MULTI and B-FULL replicate MULTI and FULL with additional belief elicitations
bout the trading of unit 10, 12, 13, and 15. Just before trading of these units started,
raders reported their non-incentivized beliefs about the probability that the next unit
ill be traded, either with or without their participation. In addition, we elicited
he (cognitively less demanding) prediction of how many of the other traders will
ttempt to trade the next unit. This last prediction was incentivized: if and only if
articipants predicted this number correctly, they would earn a bonus of €1.50. Next
o the treatments with direct belief elicitation in the markets, we ran a treatment with
pectators, SPEC. The spectators were not directly involved in any market transaction.
nstead, they followed the series of screens and received the identical information of a
andomly matched participant from B-FULL and were asked to report their own beliefs
n the same fashion. Comparing B-FULL and SPEC allows us to test for self-serving
elief reports in B-FULL. 

We include two additional market treatments to identify a causal effect of beliefs
n trading behavior, as would be expected on the basis of the replacement logic.
reatments B-LOW and B-HIGH are similar to treatment B-FULL in that we elicit
incentivized) beliefs about the number of other active traders in the trading of units
, 13, and 15. To identify a causal effect of beliefs, we differentially manipulate
eliefs by providing information about the trading of that unit in an earlier session just
efore eliciting traders’ beliefs. In B-HIGH, we provide information from a session
n treatment B-FULL, in which many other traders had been active. For example, an
verage of 8.5 traders were active for unit 13 in that session. In B-LOW, we provide
nformation from a session in treatment B-MULTI, in which few other traders had
een active. For example, an average of 0 traders were active for unit 13. To avoid
eception, traders were informed in the instructions that the data were either obtained
rom a market treatment, which followed their own market rules, “or slightly different
n that each participant could only trade a maximum number of units that was different
o yours”. 
1. This information was processed well, as beliefs about the median participants’ morals are more 
recise in HOM (average absolute error of 38.8) than in HET (average absolute error of 69.8), the difference 
s statistically significant (MWU, 8 observations per treatment, p -value D .003). 
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TABLE 1. Treatment overview. 

Treatment Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Market rules Manipulation

MPL IDM 4 periods IDM IDM – –
SINGLE IDM 1+4 market periods IDM SINGLE –
MULTI IDM 1+4 market periods IDM MULTI –
FULL IDM 1+4 market periods IDM FULL –

HOM IDM 1+4 market periods IDM FULL Homogeneous moral costs
HET IDM 1+4 market periods IDM FULL Heterogeneous moral costs
B-MULTI IDM 1+4 market periods IDM MULTI Belief elicitation
B-FULL IDM 1+4 market periods IDM FULL Belief elicitation
SPEC Beliefs – - FULL Spectators in B-FULL
B-HIGH IDM 1+2 market periods IDM FULL Beliefs with manipulation
B-LOW IDM 1+2 market periods IDM FULL Beliefs with manipulation

Note: Overview of the first three parts across all experimental treatments. IDM refers to the individual decision- 
making task, where we elicit participants’ willingness to cancel UNICEF donations using MPL. 1 + 4 and 1 + 2 
market periods, respectively, refer to one practice market period without externalities followed by four, or two, 
market periods where trading cancels UNICEF donations. 
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As preregistered, our main interest in this treatment was to study beliefs and
ndividuals’ trading behavior the first time that their beliefs were shocked differentially,
hich was at unit 13 in period 1. In addition, our main interest was in the first movers
t this point, so the side of the market that first made offers. We did so, as we expected
he effects of revealing information to be strongest early on. 12 As the trading at this
nit would be the main focus, we also shortened the second part of the experiment to
nly include two market periods where externalities are present. 

.1.5. Treatment Overview. In Table 1 , we provide an overview of all experimental
reatments discussed in the main text. The first four treatments are our main treatments,
he remaining seven treatments are follow-up treatments that shed light on the
echanisms. 

.2. Additional Elicitations 

n all treatments, we included additional measurements of participants’ views and
ttitudes after part 3. We elicited: (i) beliefs about the median participant’s WTA
o cancel donations within the individual decision-making task; (ii) norms about
ehavior in individual decision-making and markets; and (iii) risk preferences. For
he beliefs, participants were asked to fill in a MPL reporting what they “think the
verage participant did” in the first list of part 1. If their belief matched the choice
2. At all later points, traders learn more about their own markets. Based on the full trading in all other 
arket treatments with FULL rules, we expected this to be intensive trading, which limits our ability to 

nduce beliefs that others abstain from trading. 

24
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f the median participant, they received €1. To elicit participants’ perception of the
orms for canceling donations in either individual decision-making or the market,
e followed the procedure by Krupka and Weber (2013 ) and asked participants to
tate whether scenarios described to them were considered “socially appropriate”
nd “consistent with moral or proper social behavior” on a 4-point scale from “very
ocially inappropriate”, to “somewhat socially (in)appropriate” and “very socially
ppropriate”. For one randomly picked scenario, participants received €2 if their
hoice matched the modal choice in their session. Among the scenarios described
ere “[Individual] 1 chooses to receive 1 Euro instead of making a donation of
 doses of measles vaccine to UNICEF” and “[Individual] 2 decides to accept an
ffer which allows him to earn 1 EURO”. For the full list of scenarios, see the
nline Appendix Section A.6. We also elicited risk attitudes using the method
ntroduced by Eckel and Grossman (2002 ). 

.3. Experimental Procedures 

or the treatments MPL, SINGLE, MULTI, and FULL, the computerized laboratory
xperiment was run in 28 sessions in September and October 2019, at the CREED
aboratory of the University of Amsterdam. We preregistered the experiment
Offerman, Romagnoli, and Ziegler 2019 ). In total, 381 subjects participated, 47%
ere women, with an average age of 21. We had 100 participants per market treatment
nd 81 participants in MPL. Sessions lasted on average 1.5 hours, with average
ayments of €19 per participant, besides payments to UNICEF. 

We conducted the follow-up treatments from October 2021 to January 2022. These
ere preregistered separately (Offerman, Romagnoli, and Ziegler 2021 ). In total, 441
ubjects participated in this second set of sessions. Out of those, 208 participants were
ecruited from the pool at the CREED laboratory at the University of Amsterdam.
he remaining 233 participants were recruited from the pool at the CentERlab at
ilburg University. Treatments were balanced in the composition of participants from
msterdam and Tilburg (between 63% and 69% of participants were from Tilburg).
ll treatments consisted of 80 participants, apart from SPEC with 41 participants, 55%
f participants were women, with an average age of 21. Sessions lasted on average
.7 hours, with average payments of €20.4. 

We conducted additional follow-up treatments in March and April 2023. These
ere again preregistered separately (Offerman, Romagnoli, and Ziegler 2023 ). In total,
00 subjects from the CREED laboratory at the University of Amsterdam participated
n this third set of sessions, 53% of participants were women, with an average age of
1. Sessions lasted on average 1.2 hours, with average payments of €24.8. To account
or higher minimum average earnings at the CREED laboratory in 2023, we included
 bonus payment of €3 for completing the questionnaire. 

In Online Appendix Section A.2, we show that participant characteristics are
alanced across all treatments. 

Participants knew that they were paid for only one randomly selected part from
he first three parts. All subjects within a session were paid for the same part. If
ndividual decision-making was selected, one decision from one of the MPL was

https://academic.oup.com/jeea/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/jeea/jvae001#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/jeea/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/jeea/jvae001#supplementary-data
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andomly chosen and paid for each participant. If one of the markets was selected,
he sum of earnings in two out of the four market periods and the practice market was
aid. Additionally, participants received a show-up fee of €7, all earnings from the three
dditional elicitations at the end of the experiment as well as an unannounced lump-
um payment of €9 if the markets were selected for payment, to guarantee sufficient
inimum earnings. 
Participants read the computerized instructions at their own pace and separately

or each part of the experiment (see Online Appendix Section C). They also received
andouts with summaries of the instructions. Participants were required to complete a
et of test questions before they could proceed. Participants were paid in cash and in
rivate at the end of the experiment. 

In the experiment, several choices affected donations to UNICEF. As in Kirchler
t al. (2016 ) and Sutter et al. (2020 ), donations were intended for measles vaccine. We
sed a text of UNICEF to inform participants about the consequences of measles. 13 

ne dose of measles vaccine through UNICEF costs approximately €0.375, and two
oses are required to vaccinate one person. In the experiment, one unit was chosen
o consist of four doses, corresponding to a donation of €1.50. This amount was
ommunicated to participants in the instructions and the handout. 14 In the instructions,
articipants were presented with sample receipts of such a donation to UNICEF. 15 

t the end of each experimental session, the donation was immediately implemented
y the experimenter. Participants were presented with the UNICEF receipt for their
ession; (i) immediately in the experimental interface, jointly with their experimental
arnings; (ii) when receiving their earnings in cash; and (iii) via email if participants so
esired. These emails were collected on separate handouts and thus could not be linked
o specific participants or choices in the experiment. Participants were made aware of
his procedure at the start of the experiment. In total, approximately €2634 ( €889 in
019, €1222 in 2021/22, and €523 in 2023) was donated to UNICEF as a result of
articipants’ choices. 

. Hypotheses 

n this section, we elaborate on the hypotheses behind the main contributions of this
aper, namely (i) the role played by market power in eroding morals in markets; (ii)
he distinction between norm erosion and the erosion of norm compliance; and (iii) the
3. “Measles are highly infectious and very often deadly. Each day hundreds of children become victims 
f this disease. The survivors often suffer consequences for their whole life, like blindness or brain damages. 
his, even though protecting the children would be so easy. Measles kills more than 160,000 children 
orldwide each year.”

4. This particular donation was only available in packs of 40 doses, excess donations were made over 
o UNICEF as a generic donation, which participants were aware of and could verify as well. 

5. At the time of the sessions in 2019, this donation is available at https://market.unicef.org.uk/inspired-gifts/
easles-vaccines-to-protect-20-children/S359163X/, which we also communicated to participants. In 2021/22, 
e instead donated to UNICEF in Austria, https://unicef.at/shop/produkte/. Costs per dose were approximately 
onstant and all procedures were kept identical otherwise. 

 21 February 2024

https://academic.oup.com/jeea/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/jeea/jvae001#supplementary-data
https://market.unicef.org.uk/inspired-gifts/measles-vaccines-to-protect-20-children/S359163X/
https://unicef.at/shop/produkte/
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eparation of the role played by the replacement logic vis-à-vis market selection. These
ypotheses, preregistered in Offerman, Romagnoli, and Ziegler (2019 ), Offerman,
omagnoli, and Ziegler (2021 ), and Offerman, Romagnoli, and Ziegler (2023 ), are
ummarized and motivated below. 

he Erosion of Morals in Single-Unit Markets. We start by exploring the erosion
f morals in single-unit markets by comparing our treatment SINGLE to individual
ecision-making data. In doing so, we replicate the treatment effects from prior
iterature in our setting. Falk and Szech (2013 ) report limited erosion of morals in
ingle-unit markets. Bartling, Weber, and Yao (2015 ) find limited erosion in most
pecifications. Bartling, Fehr, and Özdemir (2023 ) fail to reject this hypothesis. Our
rst hypothesis is thus. 

YPOTHESIS 1. There is no erosion of morals in single-unit markets. 

he Erosion of Morals in Multi-Unit Markets with Market Power (MULTI). The
ollowing hypothesis bridges our multi-unit markets to the current literature, which
tudied single-unit markets. Treatment MULTI is a scaled-up version of SINGLE.
n both treatments, a single trader can trade up to 1/5th of the maximal market size
nd retains full pivotality in that she can unilaterally decide to reduce the maximum
ggregate quantity by not trading her units. 

YPOTHESIS 2A. Compared to single-unit markets (SINGLE), there is no additional
rosion in restricted multi-unit markets (MULTI). 

he Erosion of Morals in Multi-Unit Markets without Market Power (FULL). While
ULTI serves as a benchmark treatment for the introduction of multi-unit trading, the
ext hypothesis is the key hypothesis in our paper. Here, we focus on unrestricted multi-
nit markets with treatment FULL. Between MULTI and FULL, the market structure
emains identical, apart from removing individual traders’ capacity constraints, so each
rader can serve the entire market. 

YPOTHESIS 2B. Unrestricted multi-unit markets (FULL) do not lead to more moral
rosion than restricted multi-unit markets (MULTI). 

orm Erosion and Erosion of Norm Compliance. Our next hypothesis is concerned
ith the question of whether differences in the degree of moral erosion across
reatments are due to changes in norms or in the degree of norm compliance. 

YPOTHESIS 3. Norms are (A) not eroded in markets in comparison to individual
ecision-making and (B) not differentially affected by the specific market institution. 
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H3 is also a key hypothesis of our paper. Our independent measures for subjects’
orms allow us to distinguish between norm erosion and the erosion of norm
ompliance. Previous literature highlighted the importance of norms for the availability
f the replacement logic (Bartling and Özdemir 2023 ). 

he Mechanisms Behind Moral Erosion in Unrestricted Markets: Market Selection
ersus Replacement Logic. Our remaining hypotheses are concerned with investigat-
ng the relative role played by the two mechanisms of market selection and replacement
ogic that we expect to detect in treatment FULL. We here provide a definition of both
orces. 
Market selection. According to this mechanism, traders compare the material profit

rom trading to the moral costs that they incur from imposing the associated externality.
ach trader continues to trade until their own moral costs no longer justify the monetary
eturns. As trade progresses, the profit margins get smaller, justifying trade for an ever
maller number of traders, that is, those for whom moral costs are lowest. The final
nits will be traded by the traders with the lowest moral costs within their market.
dditionally, a potential decrease in the least moral traders’ marginal moral costs
urther increases the quantity traded. 
The replacement logic. The replacement logic is a mechanism based on the

ollowing strategic thinking: Traders ask themselves whether their trading will affect
he aggregate quantity traded in the market, assuming that other traders behave as
f they are selfish (thus willing to trade all units available to them). If under this
ssumption their own behavior would not impact the aggregate volume traded, then
his motive convinces them to trade irrespective of their own moral costs. 

Notice that the belief of other traders behaving selfishly will be correct not only
hen other traders are actually selfish (i.e. genuinely unconcerned with the negative
xternality), but also when other moral traders act selfishly because they themselves
pply replacement logic thinking, in a self-fulfilling cycle. Because traders can always
eplace each other in the unrestricted FULL market, the application of the replacement
ogic could lead to full trade and thus a full erosion of morals in this treatment. In
he case of SINGLE or MULTI, traders’ unilateral withdrawal from trade diminishes
he aggregate quantity. This remains to hold even when all other traders act selfishly.
herefore, traders conclude that their behavior will matter for the aggregate outcome
nd not trade units where moral costs exceed their profits. Notice that this view of the
eplacement logic is similar in spirit to Falk, Neuber, and Szech (2020 ). 

Our hypotheses regarding the mechanisms of moral erosion are thus: 

YPOTHESIS 4. Any erosion of morals in FULL compared to MULTI is not driven
y market selection. 

YPOTHESIS 5. Any erosion of morals in FULL compared to MULTI is not driven
y the replacement logic. 
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. Results 

n this section, we present the results of the experiment. For all market outcomes,
e perform tests on the basis of averages of matching-group data, which yields 10
bservations for each market treatment SINGLE, MULTI, FULL, B-LOW, and B-
IGH (10 groups with 10 participants each per treatment), as well as 8 observations
or HOM, HET, B-MULTI, and B-FULL. MPL and SPEC feature no interaction, with
1 and 41 observations, respectively. For all tests on the individual level, for which
articipants do not interact, we study individual level data. To construct the confidence
ntervals in the graphs, we used a bootstrap procedure. We do this to correct for floor
nd ceiling effects of proportions close to 0% or 100%. 16 

.1. Morals in Individual Decision-Making 

cross all treatments, we elicited participants’ moral costs for canceling donations to
NICEF at the start of the experiment. In this section, we use this data to show that (i)
ur participants value this donation opportunity, as they require substantial payments
o cancel donations, (ii) the moral cost distribution allows market selection to be active
n the markets, and (iii) the measure of moral costs is stable. 

First, we study per-unit moral costs of all subjects in part 1 of the experiment. We
how the payment that a subject requires to be willing to cancel a donation to UNICEF,
veraged across all units at the subject level. That is, from the choice data for units 1,
, 3, 5, 7, 10, and 15, we calculate the average per-unit valuation of a €1.50 donation
o UNICEF. 

In the individual decision-making task, the moral costs connected to causing the
egative externality are quite substantial, with an average evaluation of €1.42 for a
1.50 donation to UNICEF. 

Next, we turn to the potential for market selection to matter. Two factors contribute
o a potential effect of market selection in multi-unit markets: (i) initial heterogeneity
n how traders value donations and (ii) decreasing marginal moral costs in traders’
references for causing the negative externality. 

In Figure 2 , we provide a histogram of the moral costs. Evidently, there is
ubstantial heterogeneity in how participants value the opportunity to donate to
NICEF. A minority of participants hardly cares about donating to UNICEF. There
s also a remarkable share of participants whose moral costs are estimated to be
bove €1.50, implying that they value donating more than the corresponding monetary
alue. 17 
6. In the bias-corrected confidence intervals that we plot, we introduce clustering at the matching group 
evel (the market group for market treatments and the participant for MPL or SPEC) and use 10,000 
eplications. 

7. Bénabou et al. (2020 ) show that elicited moral costs can be affected by the method of elicitation, 
hen using either direct elicitation or MPL, since image motives are affected differently by these methods. 
n our experiment, we keep the elicitation method constant across treatments. In our data, we find only few 

bruary 2024
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FIGURE 2. Heterogeneity in valuations of donations. Histogram and kernel density of participants’ 
average moral costs for canceling a donation with a value of €1.5. For each participant, we use the 
switching points from all MPL for canceling donations in part 1. 
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We also detect decreasing marginal moral costs and provide an analysis in
nline Appendix Section A.3. Given these data, there is a clear possibility for market
election to play an important role. 

Last, we can use the fact that this elicitation was repeated across all treatments in
art 3, and especially an additional four times in part 2 for the individual decision-
aking treatment MPL in part 2, to study whether we obtain a reliable measure of
oral costs. 
To do so, we calculate correlation coefficient of part 1 and part 3 moral costs

ooling across all treatments, as well as across-period correlations for treatment MPL.
e find a very high correlation of this measure: the correlation between part 1 and
-measures is 0.90. Calculating the across-period correlations in MPL generates a
inimum correlation of 0.91, with most correlations being even higher. We report
he full correlation matrix in Online Appendix Section A.4. There, we also show the
obustness of this measure with Spearman rank-order correlations. 

.2. Moral Erosion in Markets 

n this section, we investigate whether market behavior and outcomes display moral
rosion. We start with measuring erosion in single-unit markets, as in Falk and
observationally deontological” participants, those who never cancel a donation across all price lists, as 
nly 32 out of 981 participants do so across part 1, compared to 26% of participants who do not cancel the 
onation for any monetary amount in Bénabou et al. (2020 ). 

4

https://academic.oup.com/jeea/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/jeea/jvae001#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/jeea/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/jeea/jvae001#supplementary-data
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FIGURE 3. Cancellation of donations between environments and treatments. Share of participants 
who canceled a donation for at most its value ( €1.50) in individual decision-making tasks and in 
trades in the market. The left panel shows cancellation rates in part 1 of the experiment and the 
middle panel plots cancellation rates in the first period of part 2. The right panel displays the share 
of participants who, in the four periods of part 2, at least once canceled a donation. 
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zech (2013 ). We compare decisions to cancel donations across individual decision-
aking tasks (in both part 1 of the market treatment and across all parts in the
eparate treatment MPL) and single-unit markets. 18 In Figure 3 , we plot the share of
articipants who cancel a donation in exchange for €1.50 (i.e. its value) or less in
ifferent treatments and periods. In the first two bars, we plot this variable as elicited
rom the individual decision-making task in part 1, identical to both treatments. We
otice that the treatments are balanced in this dimension. The following two pairs of
ars compare the same variable in the subsequent parts, differentiated by treatment:
epeated individual decision-making in MPL or market behavior in SINGLE. For the
arkets, we study whether a trader concluded a trade for which she was paid at most
1.50. This is the comparison that speaks to the literature on erosion in single-unit
arkets. In the middle panel, we compare behavior in the first period in part 2. We
bserve that there appears to be an erosion of morals in markets. In the right panel, we
8. This analysis was not preregistered. It follows the analysis comparing single-unit markets to 
ndividual decision-making as in Falk and Szech (2013 ). 

24
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TABLE 2. Erosion in single-unit markets and through repetition. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
MPL SINGLE MPL & SINGLE 

Period 1 Period 1–4 Pooled data 

Period 1–4 0.099*** 0.270*** 0.099*** 

(0.033) (0.052) (0.033) 
SINGLE 0.126* 0.297*** 0.126* 

(0.074) (0.059) (0.075) 
SINGLE � Period 1–4 0.171*** 

(0.060) 
Constant 0.494*** 0.620*** 0.494*** 0.593*** 0.494*** 

(0.056) (0.051) (0.056) (0.055) (0.056) 

Observations 162 200 181 181 362 

Note: Dependent variable is a dummy equal to one if a participant canceled a donation for a payment of at most 
its value ( €1.50) either in markets (SINGLE) or in individual decision-making (MPL). Period 1–4 is a dummy 
variable equal to one if the choice is measured as occurring at least once in period 1–4 in part 2 of the experiment, 
the omitted category is cancellation in period 1 of part 2. SINGLE is a dummy equal to one if the choice occurred 
in treatment SINGLE, with the omitted category MPL. Standard errors, clustered on participant level for MPL 
and matching group level for SINGLE, are presented in parentheses, * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 
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se the entire four periods of the experiment and plot the share of participants who at
east once canceled a donation for at most €1.50 in part 2. 

Table 2 reproduces estimation results of the corresponding effect. The dependent
ariable is a dummy variable equal to one if a participant canceled a donation for at
ost its value either (i) in period 1 of part 2 or (ii) at least once in periods 1–4 of part 2.
odels (1) and (2) suggest that there is erosion through repetition, as in Bartling, Fehr,
nd Özdemir (2023 ): more participants cancel a donation in the entire part 2 compared
o the first period only. In our setup, we do find evidence for an erosion in markets:
odels (3) and (4) suggest that more participants cancel a donation in SINGLE than

n the corresponding time interval in MPL. Model (5) confirms that this is particularly
trong when testing for erosion in the pooled data of part 2, compared to only the first
eriod. 19 

ESULT 1. We reject Hypothesis H1, and find partial erosion of morals in single-unit
arkets. 
9. A more conservative approach would be to halve the moral costs in the market as a result of shared 
esponsibility. The effect of erosion in SINGLE in models (4) and (5) is robust to defining erosion within 
arkets as the decision to cancel a donation for a payment of €0.75 or less. For example, the estimate on 
INGLE corresponding to (4) is .247 ( p -value < .001). In Section 5.3 , we also present direct evidence on 
orm erosion between individual decision-making and markets. Summarizing, we find evidence for both a 
artial erosion of morals in markets as well as erosion when measured by a participant canceling a donation 
t least once in a repeated task, compared to a non-repeated measurement. 

ebruary 2024
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FIGURE 4. Market outcomes. Average quantities relative to selfish competitive equilibrium. Trading 
units below 40% is efficient (gains from trade exceed the externality). Compared to the negative 
externality of €1.50 per unit, each unit between 40% and 60% yields gains from trade of €0.60, each 
unit between 60% and 80% yields €0.40, and each unit between 80% and 100% yields €0.20. 
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Our key hypotheses are on behavior in multi-unit markets. Is there an erosion in
hese markets, in excess of the erosion we find in single-unit markets? To measure
rosion, we will focus on aggregate quantities traded. Higher quantities imply larger
egative externalities, so they are a natural measure of the overall effect of the market
tructure on the morality of trading outcomes. In addition, we can exploit that our
arkets featured decreasing gains from trade, while damages to UNICEF are kept
onstant at €1.50 per unit traded. Thus, the trading of larger volumes also implies that
raders are willing to accept lower trading margins, which directly ties to the measure
f moral erosion commonly used in the literature. 

In Figure 4 , we plot the observed market quantities. All quantities are relative to
he selfish competitive equilibrium outcome, according to which 5 units are traded in
INGLE, and 15 units in MULTI and FULL. 
The bars show traded quantities relative to the competitive equilibrium across the

hree treatments. SINGLE and MULTI show similar traded quantities, consistent with
 comparable amount of erosion in these markets. In contrast, we observe that market
utcomes in FULL are fully selfish. Traded quantities exceed quantities in other market
reatments, indicating substantially stronger erosion in FULL. 

The degree of erosion in FULL is striking if we take into account that gains
rom trade are rapidly shrinking, while damages stay constant. Below 40%, trading
s efficient, as the damage to UNICEF is less than the associated payments to market
articipants. An increase of trade from 40% to 60% leads to additional negative
xternalities of €4.50, while traders receive €1.80. A further increase from 80% to
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TABLE 3. Treatment effects. 

SINGLE MULTI FULL 

Quantity in % 75.5 78.3 99 
p -values vs. SINGLE – .378 .0005 

vs. MULTI – – .0001 

Notes: Average quantities relative to selfish competitive equilibrium. Mann–Whitney U-tests, on matching group 
averages, 10 observations per treatment. 
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00% again yields damages of €4.50, however, traders only receive the meager total
ayments of €0.60. 20 

In Table 3 , we summarize market quantities relative to the selfish competitive
quilibrium quantities together with p -values of Mann–Whitney U-tests (10
bservations per treatment) of quantity comparisons between treatments. 21 , 22 

ESULT 2. We detect full erosion of morals in unrestricted multi-unit markets
FULL). Erosion in MULTI is similar to erosion in SINGLE. 

.3. Norms and Norm Compliance 

he preceding section presented evidence for a complete erosion of morals only in
ULL markets. An important question is whether this change can be attributed to a
hange in norms or whether it is the result of an erosion of norm compliance. Did
raders feel that canceling donations in exchange for minuscule profits in FULL was
consistent with moral or proper social behavior”? 

To this end, we elicited participants’ norms about the appropriateness of canceling
onations at the end of the experiment, after participants took part in the experimental
arkets or repeated individual decision-making tasks. We used the method proposed
y Krupka and Weber (2013 ), so that participants were incentivized to report what
hey believed was their session’s modal answer on a 4-point scale from “very socially
nappropriate” (indexed 1), to “very socially appropriate” (indexed 4) in response to
0. This result is also supported by using part 1 data to predict market outcomes under the assumption 
hat moral costs are not changing in a market environment. When we compute the moral competitive 
quilibrium, we find ample scope for market selection and erosion of morals in FULL. We provide details 
n Online Appendix Section A.1. 

1. These treatment differences also arise when regressing quantities on treatment indicators, with and 
ithout controlling for period indicators, moral costs (average, median and minimum within matching 
roup), as well as risk measures; see the Online Appendix Section A.15 for results. 

2. We also included an additional control treatment in which we implemented a standard double auction 
ith a private schedule, with a multi-unit design and a scope for replacement similar to MULTI. In this 
reatment, we assigned values and costs in such a way that the aggregate supply and demand coincides with 
ULTI. We report on these results in Online Appendix Section A.13. The main takeaway from this treatment 

s that morals are eroded to an approximately similar extent as in MULTI. 

 by guest on 21 February 2024
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FIGURE 5. Norms in individual decision-making and in markets. Average norm about canceling 
one donation of €1.50 when paid €1 in an individual decision-making task (left panel) and in an 
experimental market (right panel). A rating of 2 corresponds to “somewhat socially inappropriate”. 
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cenarios in which a participant in an experiment chose to cancel donations of €1.50
hen paid €1 either in an individual decision-making task or in an experimental market.
In Figure 5 , we display the mean answers to two (otherwise identical) questions

egarding the social appropriateness of canceling a €1.5 donation in exchange for
1 in an individual decision-making task (left panel), and in a market (right panel).
e observe that across all market treatments and both environments, canceling such
onations is rated on average at best as “somewhat socially inappropriate”. Thus, there
oes exist a clear norm that canceling donations and trading is not appropriate. This
orm particularly contradicts the rather frenzied trading behavior observed in FULL. 

In accordance with even single-unit markets eroding morals, causing an externality
n a market is perceived as less inappropriate as the same choice in individual decision-
aking (Wilcoxon signed-rank, 300 observations, p -value < .001). 
Somewhat surprisingly, differences in elicited norms do not map one-to-one to

ifferences in behavior between market treatments. In particular, the more selfish
ehavior in FULL is not supported by a further erosion of the norm compared
o the other market treatments. 23 We cannot reject equality of norms in markets
3. We find no evidence of excuse-driven norm reports, see Online Appendix Section A.12. 

https://academic.oup.com/jeea/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/jeea/jvae001#supplementary-data
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omparing SINGLE and MULTI (MWU, 100 observations per treatment, p -value D
238) and between MULTI and FULL (MWU, 100 observations per treatment, p -
alue D .705). 24 We report additional descriptive statistics for other scenarios in the
nline Appendix Section A.6, which yield similar conclusions. 
Even though norms do not further erode in FULL compared to the other

reatments, we see a complete break-down of norm compliance. When traders can take
dvantage of trading opportunities foregone by other traders, norms take a back seat
n participants’ decision making. In the next section, we shed light on the question of
hether the complete breakdown of norm compliance is caused by market selection
r the replacement logic. 

ESULT 3. We reject Hypothesis 3A. Traders find canceling a donation less
nappropriate in markets than in individual decision-making. We do not reject
ypothesis 3B. Norms are not differentially affected by market treatments. The finding
hat market outcomes are most selfish in FULL is caused by a breakdown of norm
ompliance. 

.4. Mechanisms: Market Selection versus Replacement Logic 

 crucial question is the mechanism behind the full erosion of morals in FULL. In this
ection, we aim at providing direct evidence for market selection and the replacement
ogic separately. 

Our first approach is to study which traders are active in the market. Under
arket selection, only the least moral participants trade the last units, while all other
articipants abstain. In contrast, the replacement logic can be used by any trader and is
ost powerful if many traders become active. We thus study which traders are active in
ubmitting or accepting offers for the final units, the least profitable units which yield
ains from trade of €0.20. To evaluate which type of trader is active we split the sample
nto those with below- and above-median moral costs in part 1. If market selection
rives erosion in FULL, we would expect that few very immoral traders are active.
f, in turn, the replacement logic is active, we expect many active traders, and there
eed not be a correlation between individual activity and the valuations in individual
ecision-making. 

In Figure 6 , we plot the share of traders who are active at least once at these least
rofitable units. We see that in both SINGLE and MULTI, both groups of market
articipants are similarly active. However, the share of active participants is much
igher in FULL, where 94% of traders with below-median moral costs are active,
4. Results are similar when regressing participants’ norms (2 elicitations for 981 participants, so 1962 
bservations) on treatment fixed effects, a dummy for the market scenario and interactions of this dummy 
ith the treatment fixed effects, clustering standard errors on the matching group. Significant is the dummy 
or the market scenario ( p -value D .02), but none of the interactions is significant (all p -values > .1). This 
onfirms that there is not a specific treatment effect on norms in markets. 

ary 2024
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FIGURE 6. Share of traders active at the least profitable units. Share of traders who submit or accept 
an offer at the final units, which yield gains from trade of €0.20 in exchange for an externality of 
€1.50. Median splits are based on moral costs within the matching group. 
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ut even 72% of traders with above-median moral costs are active. The difference
etween the above- and below-median group is significant only in FULL (MWU, 10
bservations per above- or below-median group per treatment, p -value D .023). 25 This
s however not robust to using a regression, see Online Appendix Section A.7. 

This points to only a minor role for market selection. Traders with above-median
oral costs are only slightly less active than traders with below-median moral costs.
his evidence hints at a major role for replacement thinking. A large share of
articipants are actively trading when the replacement logic is available, providing
ustification for the trading of others. 26 

A set of follow-up treatments distinguish between market selection and
eplacement logic more directly. 

irect Evidence for Market Selection. In two new treatments with the same market
tructure as FULL, we divide participants into homogeneous groups that consist
f traders close to the median preference for canceling donations (HOM), and
5. Differences in other treatments move in the expected direction for earlier units with larger associated 
ains from trade, for example, in MULTI 78% of above-median participants are active for units 10–12, 
hile 92% of below-median participants are active. 

6. In the Online Appendix Section A.7, we provide further evidence in line with this analysis. While traders 
n SINGLE and MULTI submit or accept less than 1.4 offers on average, traders in FULL engage in 8.2 
ctions per trader. In addition, we show that a similar picture emerges for the traders who revealed to not 
se consequentialist reasoning in individual decision-making tasks, since they declined to cancel donations 
ven when paid more than the monetary value of these donations. 

1 February 2024
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eterogeneous groups that include traders on both extremes (HET). The main interest
s in comparing outcomes in the HOM groups to the original FULL treatments as well
s to HET. If market selection drives the erosion of morals in FULL, limiting its scope
n HOM would lead to less erosion compared to the erosion in HET and FULL. 

In Online Appendix Section A.2, we show that the participants in these two
roups are balanced across other characteristics we observe. Yet, crucially, participants
n HOM are more homogeneous than those in HET. Therefore, this treatment
uccessfully manipulates the potential for market selection to drive outcomes, while
ther characteristics are not affected. 

Strikingly, market outcomes are similarly selfish in HOM, HET, and FULL.
hereas in FULL 99.0% of units were traded, this is almost unchanged in HET
ith 100% of units traded, and, importantly, in HOM, where 99.8% of units were
raded. Average quantities are not statistically distinguishable between HOM and
ULL (MWU, 8 observations in HOM and 10 in FULL, p -value D .632) as well as
etween HOM and HET (MWU, 8 observations per treatment, p -value D .317). This
ndicates that even when limiting the scope of market selection, the replacement logic
s sufficient to produce fully selfish market outcomes. 

ESULT 4. We do not reject Hypothesis 4. Both more and less moral traders are active.
arket selection does not contribute to the complete erosion of morals in FULL. 

irect Evidence for the Replacement Logic: Analysis of Beliefs. Treatments B-
ULTI, B-FULL, and SPEC allow us to shed direct light on the replacement logic.

n these treatments, we directly elicited beliefs about others’ propensity to trade units
0, 12, 13, and 15 just before trading of these units started. We measured these beliefs
n both an incentivized way (by asking “How many participants other than you will
ttempt to trade this unit?”) and an unincentivized way (by asking about the chances of
ivotality: “What is the probability that whether or not the next unit is traded depends
n your behavior?”). In the preregistration, we announced that we would focus on
he non-incentivized measure if the two measures correlated. Unfortunately, the two
easures do not correlate. Within B-MULTI, the Spearman correlation coefficient
s �0.016 ( p -value D .718, 500 observations). The same correlation in B-FULL is
0.003 ( p -value D .910, 1280 observations). 27 In the main text, we therefore focus
n the simpler incentivized measure. 28 Results for the non-incentivized measures are
7. This analysis assumes independence of observations, even though, for example, the same participant 
eports multiple beliefs. The conclusions are robust to using participant-level averages or regressions with 
tandard errors clustered on a matching group level. 

8. Other reasons to focus on the incentivized measure are that: (i) it correlates more strongly with the 
nderlying true values; and (ii) while we do not find a correlation between incentivized and unincentivized 
easures for traders in B-MULTI and in B-FULL, we do find the expected correlation in the treatment using 
pectators (SPEC). The latter suggests that we may have been asking too much of our traders, and that they 
ay have decided to focus on the incentivized questions. See Online Appendix Section A.8 for details. 

 21 February 2024
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resented in the Online Appendix Section A.8 and are in line with these results unless
therwise noted in the main text. 

We analyze belief data in two ways. First, we test whether our treatments induced
ifferences in beliefs on others’ activity. If the replacement logic drives the enhanced
rading in FULL, we would expect that participants believe that more traders are active
n FULL than in MULTI. Second, we check whether within-participant correlations
etween actions and beliefs are in line with replacement logic thinking, which would
mply that participants who believe to be more replaceable are those who are more
ctive. 

Beliefs are only observed insofar as trade continues, which could bring selection
ssues for the between-treatment analysis. 29 To avoid selection issues, while still
nsuring we analyze beliefs at the cusp of behavioral change, we preregistered that
e would focus on beliefs that are observed for at least 13 out of 16 groups—that is,
here at least 13 groups have continued to trade up to the preceding unit. This turned
ut to be unit 10. For subsequent units, beliefs in B-MULTI are only available for
 self-selected sample, as already at unit 12 only 40.6% of groups had continued to
rade. 30 

In Figure 7 , we report the average number of other traders believed to be active
n the trading of unit 10, including the corresponding target in the data. Traders
n B-FULL believe that more other traders will be active than traders in B-MULTI
o, consistent with replacement logic thinking. The difference between these two
reatments is significant, with a p -value of .002 (MWU, 8 observations per treatment).

Figure 7 also presents the target for these reports, based on the actual trading
ehavior of the other traders. Consistent with the beliefs, we observe more activity
n B-FULL than in B-MULTI already at unit 10. Lastly, we show the corresponding
eports for the spectators, in SPEC. Directionally, this data is in line with self-serving
eports, but differences between spectators’ beliefs and traders’ beliefs are minor and
ot significant (MWU, 8 observations in B-FULL and 41 in SPEC, p -value D .393). 

We now test whether traders who believe to be more replaceable are those traders
ho trade most frequently. In Table 4 , we regress the decision to be active in the
arket on participants’ beliefs about others’ activity. As we do not compare data
cross treatments, selection is not an issue, and we use the full data set. In columns
1) and (2), we observe that both in B-MULTI and B-FULL, participants who expect
thers to be more active are more inclined to trade themselves, again consistent with
he replacement logic. 31 
9. Selection is a concern as groups that engage in more active trading are different than groups that stop 
arlier, along arguably relevant characteristics. 

0. Treatments B-FULL and B-MULTI also allow us to investigate the robustness of the original results. 
n Online Appendix Section A.10, we reproduce the other analysis presented in the main text including the 
ew treatments. Results are qualitatively in line with the original treatments. 

1. This is the only beliefs analysis that does not generalize when we use the unincentivized belief report 
see Table A.10 in Online Appendix Section A.8). Falk, Neuber, and Szech (2020 ) show in a similar analysis 

 February 2024
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FIGURE 7. Beliefs about other traders’ activity. Number of other traders believed to be active (bars), 
actual number of others active (the target, diamond) and belief of spectators (circle). 

TABLE 4. Beliefs and activity. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
B-MULTI B-FULL B-LOW & B-HIGH 

Own activity Belief activity Own activity 

Belief activity 0.053*** 0.069*** 0.054*** 

(0.011) (0.013) (0.012) 
Average moral costs �0.019 �0.111*** �0.147*** �0.147*** 

(0.023) (0.025) (0.033) (0.035) 
Period 0.001 �0.028* 

(0.039) (0.013) 
B-LOW �3.690*** �0.260*** �0.000 

(0.384) (0.083) (0.080) 
Belief activity (IV) 0.055*** 

(0.016) 
Constant 0.076 0.391** 7.270*** 0.700*** 0.454*** 0.453*** 

(0.119) (0.121) (0.303) (0.060) (0.107) (0.121) 

Observations 500 1280 200 100 200 200 
Period 1–4 1–4 1 1 1 1 
Units 10, 12, 13, 15 10, 12, 13, 15 13 13 13 13 
Unit FE Yes Yes No No No No 
Market-sides both both both first movers both both

Note: In (1), (2), and (4)–(6), the dependent variable is a dummy equal to one if a participant submitted or accepted 
an offer. In (3), the dependent variable is the belief about the number of other traders that are active, denoted belief 
activity. Average moral costs are the average moral costs for a participant, based on averaging per-unit moral 
costs based on the part 1 individual decision-making task. Standard errors clustered on matching group level in 
parentheses, * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 
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FIGURE 8. Beliefs and actions with exogenously manipulated beliefs. Left panel: number of other 
traders believed to be active, right panel: actual number of active traders. 
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irect Evidence for the Replacement Logic: Beliefs Manipulation. To substantiate
hat beliefs are a causal driver of trading behavior (and not mere correlates), we ran two
dditional treatments similar to B-FULL in which we exogenously manipulated beliefs
y selectively revealing trading behavior observed in an earlier session. In treatment
-HIGH, we provided information from groups where many participants attempted
o trade units 13 and 15, in order to encourage participants to update their beliefs
o be more replaceable. In contrast, in B-LOW, we provided information from
roups where no participants attempted to trade units 13 and 15. After revealing this
nformation, we elicited the incentivized belief we used in B-FULL. In the left panel
f Figure 8 , we show that we were successful in differentially moving beliefs between
reatments. 

Importantly, in the right panel of Figure 8 , we show that the changes in beliefs
lso changed participants’ trading behavior, in agreement with the replacement logic
riving behavior in FULL markets. When participants beliefs were manipulated to
xpect to be less likely to be replaceable, they themselves decided to trade less. This
llows to conclude that beliefs are not mere correlates of trading behavior, but their
xogenous manipulation does move the propensity to trade in the direction predicted
y the replacement logic. 
hat beliefs correlate with choice in line with the replacement logic. In their experiment, their incentivized 
elief did correlate with their unincentivized measure. 

24
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The tests corresponding to these findings are reported in Table 4 . In column (3),
e see that beliefs about the number of other active traders decreased at the first
ime beliefs were shocked differentially, in period 1 for unit 13 ( p -value < .001).
orrespondingly, column (4) shows that less first movers are active at this unit after
heir beliefs have been shocked ( p -value D .005). 32 

This treatment also allows us to run an analysis of the causal effect of beliefs on
ehavior, using the treatment as an instrument. 33 For validity, we need to assume that
he treatment affects trading behavior only through beliefs, which is plausible given
ur experimental setup. We report the first stage in Online Appendix Section A.9;
he results indicate that the first stage is strong (Kleibergen–Paap F -statistic D 87.1).
he estimates reported in column (6) in Table 4 show that, as expected, a belief in
ore active others leads to higher activity. The point estimate is very similar to the
orrelation between action and beliefs reported in column (5). 

ESULT 5. We reject Hypothesis 5. Fully selfish market outcomes in unrestricted
ulti-unit markets are driven by the replacement logic. 

.5. Additional Findings 

ur experimental design also allows us to test whether morals are eroded within an
dentical decision environment. All participants faced identical individual decision-
aking tasks in parts 1 and 3. In Online Appendix Section A.11, we present evidence
howing that the average per-unit moral costs decrease slightly in MPL and SINGLE.
n the multi-unit markets MULTI and FULL, erosion after market exposure is most
rastic, with decreases of moral costs of 19.8 cents and 20.5 cents (relative to a donation
f €1.50), respectively. Surprisingly, there seems to be some persistence of the erosion
f morals outside of markets, especially so in multi-unit markets. 

In Online Appendix Section A.11, we also report evidence for biased social
earning. We elicited participants’ beliefs about the median moral costs of canceling a
onation in individual decision-making tasks. These incentivized beliefs were elicited
t the end of the experiment, after participants experienced the markets or repeated
ndividual decision-making task. Participants of multi-unit markets believe that their
eers are more selfish than they truly are, in contrast to more accurate beliefs in MPL
nd SINGLE. This suggests that the participants do not sufficiently account for the fact
hat observed trading may not reflect the preferences of an average participant outside
f the market. 
2. These outcomes were the preregistered main hypotheses for the new treatments. In 
nline Appendix Section A.9, we report on the robustness of this outcome at later periods and units. 
s expected, results are similar but are somewhat less pronounced, consistent with the participants 
earning over time about their particular market continuing to trade in B-LOW. 

3. The IV analysis was not preregistered. 

ry 2024
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. Discussion 

n this paper, we study market forces that can lead to a widespread erosion of morals
nd selfish market outcomes. As market power is reduced by allowing traders to take
dvantage of trading opportunities foregone by other traders, we show that aggregate
utcomes as well as the behavior of a large share of market participants change
ramatically. 

Our paper provides conclusive evidence that markets can erode morals. We start by
ocumenting that markets which retain pivotality of individual traders lead to a partial
rosion of morals, as we observe more participants canceling donations in markets
han in individual decision-making. These results support Falk and Szech (2013 )’s
onclusion that single-unit markets partially erode morals. 

We then expand the analysis of markets by introducing multi-unit trading and
emoving pivotality. These changes lead to a full erosion of morals. Participants appear
o entirely disregard their moral concerns towards preventing negative externalities in
hese markets. At the same time, they are willing to forgo substantial amounts of money
o prevent the externality, both before and after markets, in an individual decision-
aking task. 
We further investigate the relative role played by market selection and the

eplacement logic in deteriorating market outcomes. We show that there is substantial
eterogeneity in our traders’ preferences for canceling donations, which leaves
ubstantial scope for the selection effect to play a role. However, in our markets we
nd that less moral traders are hardly more active than more moral traders. Moreover,
hen we create homogeneous groups of traders who know that their preferences for
he negative external effect are close to the median preference, we continue to see that
ll units in the market are traded. We conclude that the selection effect plays at most a
inor role in our data. In contrast, and in agreement with the replacement logic, we find

hat (i) participants become more active in trading when they are more convinced that
heir behavior does not have an impact on the aggregate outcome and (ii) participants
xpect that their own behavior has less consequences for outcomes in FULL than
n MULTI. Furthermore, our participants’ beliefs are hardly biased in a self-serving
irection, instead they correctly predict that many participants are trading. 

It is particularly interesting and worrisome to see the extent to which replacement
hinking can deteriorate market outcomes. Absent pivotality, large shares of
articipants engage in frenzied trade of units which cause large damages compared to
he available gains from trade: 83% of participants are willing to trade when they can
hare gains from trade of €0.2, whereas only 9% of these same participants are willing
o cancel the first donation when each is paid €0.2 in individual decision-making tasks,
veraged on part 1 and 3-data. 

Strikingly, this frenzied trading contrasts with the prevailing norm. Even though we
bserve some deterioration in participants’ norms in markets compared to individual
ecision-making tasks, we do not see that norms are further eroded when pivotality
f trading is removed. Still, norm compliance is completely eroded when participants
an be replaced when others refrain from trading. This led to widespread frustration
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mong participants, some of whom spontaneously wrote down their thoughts after the
xperiment. One participant commented: “The level of selfishness displayed on market
 has almost made me cry during the experiment. Today, my faith in humanity has taken
 giant blow”. 

Our findings suggest implications for policy. Because selection effects hardly play
 role, efforts to restrain the more immoral players in a market may not affect market
utcomes as long as these immoral players can be replaced by others. For instance,
e think that it is doubtful that the recent dissolution of Purdue Pharma will solve the
risis in the opioids market. Instead, it may be more promising to pursue measures
hat restore or create pivotality in the market. One way to accomplish this would
e to individually constrain traders in the quantities that they can trade. Treatment
ULTI, which implements this constraint, shows much less moral erosion. Further,
ecause even the traders themselves normatively disapprove of the outcomes in the
nrestrained markets, we expect that there may be support for measures that restore
ivotality. As an alternative to individual capacity constraints, externalities can be
itigated by introducing taxes on the relevant behavior (Plott 1983 ). On the other
and, aggregate quotas (i.e. cap-and-trade systems) can crowd-out moral behavior as
hey remove pivotality and make traders replaceable in the acquisition of the permits
Herweg and Schmidt 2022 ). 

The large erosion of morals we detect has also implications for our understanding
f markets as aggregators of preferences. Using existing market outcomes to infer
ndividuals’ preferences regarding damages to third parties seems not easily generalize
o other (market) institutions. Participants can behave very selfishly and quite gener-
usly depending on specific features of the market structure. A poor understanding
f the forces that apply in a given environment might fundamentally lead to a
isrepresentation of individuals’ preferences. In this sense, markets may not aggregate
references in a straightforward way. Aside from concerning economists attempting
o estimate preferences, this inference problem affects market participants themselves,
s we discuss in Online Appendix Section A.11: Our participants underestimate how
uch their peers care about the donation to UNICEF after having participated in
ulti-unit markets. This brings up another potential danger of inference from market
utcomes: We might be systematically underestimating how much fellow members of
ur society would actually want to prevent the externalities we collectively cause. 
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